
Fleming Properties acquires SOK headquarter in Helsinki for EUR
130 million
Fleming Properties AB (publ), a newly established company by Pareto has acquired SOK’s headquarter in central Helsinki from Varma Mutual
Pension Insurance Company for approximately EUR 130 million, which corresponds to a square metre price of some EUR 3,150.

The office block is located in Vallila, one of the strongest office locations in Helsinki, adjacent to Nordea, OP, Telia, General Electric, Securitas
and Unilever flagship offices and only minutes from Helsinki’s Central Business District.

SOK, the central organisation of S Group, anchors the properties with almost 90% of total area. The whole office block, which comprises of
approximately 41,000 square metres of lettable area and 500 parking spaces, is undergoing an extensive refurbishment with final completion
estimated to first half of 2020.

- We are very pleased to have acquired this top-quality building from Varma. Finnish property market fundamentals coupled with an
attractive micro location of the office block call for a solid long-term investment for our investors. The Finnish market is of strategic
important to us and this acquisition further strengthens our presence in the Finnish real estate market but also increases our position as
one of the largest real estate managers in the Nordics with more than EUR 5 billion under management, says Philip Söderqvist, Head of
Project Finance Sweden at Pareto Securities.

Fleming Properties, which will be managed by Pareto Business Management AB, has the intention to list its shares on Spotlight Stock Market. 

Closing of the transaction took place on 9 October 2019.

For further information, please contact:

Philip Söderqvist, Head of Project Finance Sweden at Pareto Securities 
Phone: +46 72 163 32 22
E-mail: philip.soderqvist@paretosec.com

Robin Englén, CEO Fleming Properties
Phone: +46 70 755 06 57
E-mail: robin.englen@paretosec.com

Pareto Securities is an independent full service investment bank with a leading position in the Nordic capital markets and a strong international presence
within the energy sector. Pareto Securities AB offers Swedish and foreign institutions, companies and private individuals investment services related to
trading in stocks, shares in SPV’s and fixed income instruments, wide coverage both within equity- and credit research. Furthermore, Pareto Securities
corporate finance offers ECM, M&A and DCM services as well as arrangement and syndication of new investment projects, arrangement and syndication of
sale and leaseback structures within real estate, infrastructure and shipping/offshore. Pareto Securities AB is part of the Pareto Securities group and is
headquartered in Oslo, Norway, with more than 500 employees located in offices in Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Finland, United Kingdom, France, Germany,
Switzerland, USA, Singapore and Australia.


